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MICRO-ACTIVA blue microfibre mop 40 cm with white backing for velcro system with colour coded label (blue, red, yellow, green)
fitting all velcro supported frames

Product

Ideal for mopping smooth floors in case of middle low dirt

Suggested for cleaning inside floors (hotels, houses, offices, hospitals etc.)

To be used for dusting, mopping (damp or wet) and floor waxing

It is used with frames with velcro support without need of foam padding, which can harbor bacteria or disintegrate. Much more safe

for healthcare use.

Use

Advantages of this microfibre mop head:
* It removes easily the dirt without friction on the floor - high absorbing capacity
* Thanks to a particular twisting process, this twisted yarn keeps its shape even after many washing cycles with low linting
* It leaves no mark or trace thanks to the particular structure of the fibers;
* It dries quickly without unpleasant smells;
* Less solution needed thanks to its yarn composition
* Available in 40 cm and 60 cm
* No latex

Features

12

Dimensions
L=Length (Cm)

40W=Width (Cm)

1,985Gross weight/Package (Kg)

0,015Volume/Package (m3)

25  pcs per boxPackaging

Material Yarn: microfibre (85% Polyester - 15% Polyamide)

Backing: Polyester

Label: Polyester

Yarn structure: microfibre - short yarn - twisted yarn - warp knit

Weight: 450 gr/mq

Technical Data

Absorbing degree
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It absorbs 2 times its own weight

400 washings if all washing instructions and warnings are respected

Washing cycle

* Follow carefully the washing instructions and warnings on the detergents packaging (temperature and dosing) before washing the
mop
* Pre-wash cycle in cold water to remove any residue of mopping solution
* No softner
* No chlorine or bleach
* Use alcaline detergents with Ph<11
* Use the net bags specific for mop heads
* Wash with similar textiles
..............................................................................................................................................................................................................
Suggested washing temperature: 55/60° C with normal detergents for textiles (we kindly advise you to follow the chemical
manufacturer's indications)  - Washing temperature: max 90°C (+/- 5°C) ONLY WITH WATER - normal rinse cycle - normal tumble
dryer (not over 900 revolutions) - no drying-chamber

Washing instructions and warnings

Other Versions

OTHER VERSION DESCRIPTION REF. OTHER 
VERSION

0000PN02012 MICRO-ACTIVA MICROFIBER MOP 30 CM WITH BACKING FOR VELCRO SYSTEM 
WITH  COLOUR CODED LABEL

0000PN03022 MICRO-ACTIVA MICROFIBER MOP 60 CM WITH BACKING FOR VELCRO 
SYSTEM, COLOUR CODED LABEL


